TT is rare to meet any account either o f David Gregory or o f the reception J_ o f the Principia without part at least o f the above passage being quoted, and often commentators upon it have shown signs o f nationalist fervour. Thus in 1788 Thomas Reid wrote, 'The quotation from "Whiston's Memoirs" delighted me, and does honour to Scotland', while Sir William Hamilton, commenting upon this sentence o f Reid's, wrote o f the superiority of the Scottish university teaching system over the English (2). John Playfair used the passage to contrast Scottish celerity in the teaching o f the Newtonian philosophy with Cambridge backwardness (3), and caused the editor o f Museum to extend the normal limits of his journal in order to publish a letter from William Whewell defending the honour o f Cambridge (4). Sir David Brewster also, though more reluctantly, was unable to accept the full implications o f Playfair's claims (5).
In this article we do not intend to investigate the Scottish situation around 1690, although we believe that this would be a matter o f considerable interest (6), but to draw attention to some evidence relating to a natural extension o f Whiston's claim. For in 1691 David Gregory moved out of Edinburgh and in 144 the following year commenced his duties as Savilian Professor of Astronomy at Oxford, and we could suppose that what may have been true of him at Edinburgh may also have been true at Oxford. But there are some means o f testing this, for the manuscript codex no. 2206/8 o f Aberdeen University Library contains a number of lectures (mostly in Gregory's own hand) delivered by him at Oxford. Among these is his inaugural lecture, and the major bulk of this article will comprise an edition and translation of this lecture.
David Gregory was born in Upper Kirkgate, Aberdeen, at 2.10 a.m. on 3 June 1659, the fourth of twenty-nine children of David Gregorie of Kinairdy (7) . His father was a rather eccentric landowner, man o f science and self-taught physician, and was an elder brother of the James Gregory who is famous as a mathematician and for the reflecting telescope. The younger David was educated at Aberdeen Grammar School, Marischal College, Aberdeen (8) , and Edinburgh University, where he graduated M.A. in 1683. In the same year (and even before he had graduated) he was appointed second Matheson Professor of Mathematics at Edinburgh (9). The first had been his uncle James, and in the interregnum from the death of James in 1675 the duties o f the post had temporarily devolved upon one John Young. In 1692 when David Gregory took up the Savilian Chair at Oxford (of which we shall say more later), he was succeeded at Edinburgh by his brother James (not to be confused, as often happens, with his unclejames). Soon after moving to England, on 30 November 1692, David Gregory was elected a Fellow of the Royal Society (10). In 1695 he married Elizabeth Oliphant ofLangton (11) (his brother James married one o f her sisters), and by her had nine children, one o f whom, David (1696-1767) became Regius Professor o f Modern History at Oxford and Dean of Christ Church. It was through this son that most o f his library (including manuscripts) passed to Christ Church Library. In 1708 the elder David had a fit o f con sumption, and was advised to try the waters of Bath. On his return to London, accompanied by his wife, he had a further attack at Maidenhead. He died a few days later, on 10 October 1708, at the Greyhound Inn, Maidenhead, and was buried in the local churchyard (12). His wife had a monument erected to him in St Mary's Church, Oxford. David Gregory's principal works include: Exercitatio de sione F igurarum (1684), Catoptricae et Dioptricae Sphaericae E in Isaaci Newtoni Principia Philosophiae (unpublished), Astronomiae Physicae Geometricae Elementa (1702), and an edition of Euclid in Greek and Latin in 1703.
Gregory's election to the Savilian C hair
In 1690 Commissioners were appointed by the Scottish Parliament to investigate Scottish universities and schools. They were given wide terms o f reference, but their principal object seems to have been to impose subscription to the Westminster Confession and the oath of allegiance to William and Mary. The Commissioners who visited Edinburgh University proceeded with rigour and ejected the Principal and four professors (half the total number) (13) . (The deposed Principal was later to write o f their proceedings as those o f the 'Presbyterian Inquisition' (14) .) David Gregory escaped this fate, but many allegations against him were made before the Commissioners, such as not taking the Lord's Supper, only attending church with his pupils on the first Sunday of the session, swearing, drunkenness, pugnacity, fondness for women, superficial teaching, and taking too long a holiday at Christmas (15) . It also seems that he refused to subscribe to the test, and it has been said that he only retained his position because o f his great intellectual ability (16) .
It may be supposed that such goings-on did not increase Gregory's affection for Edinburgh, and they probably made him particularly eager to escape to Oxford as Savilian Professor of Astronomy. This post became vacant in 1691 when the previous incumbent, Edward Bernard, took up a rich living in Berkshire. There were believed to be three candidates for the Chair, Gregory, Edmond Halley and John Casswell, but according to Flamsteed the last o f these did not actually apply-because o f the machinations o f Halley (17). Gregory was in England for the summer, and on 27 July Newton wrote a reference for him (18) ; Newton also tried to invoke Flamsteed's support (19) . Later, on 11 November, Halley acquired himself a reference from the Royal Society (20) , but this did not succeed in getting him the Chair. Contemporary opinion seems to have assumed that Halley failed because o f his reputation for impiety, and one anecdote in this connexion seems to hark back to Gregory's recent experiences at Edinburgh:
These and such like stories made the Dr. to be taken for a very free thinker, and hindered him o f one o f the Savile Professorships at Oxford in his competition with Dr. Gregory. Upon which a Scot a stranger came several times to a Coffee House wch Dr. Halley used, and often asked the man after him. But the Dr. not happening to come, the man enquired after his pressing business. W hy Sr (says he) I would fain see the man that has less religion than Dr. Gregory (21) .
The actual election must have been made towards the end o f 1691, and it was probably shortly afterwards that Gregory wrote a short note in which he said what he intended to do if he had to 'emitt Theses' for the medical degree that he was to receive at Oxford, and then put down his plans for his inaugural lecture:
In my Astronomic lecture, I design either to make the speech o f the Universall & Cosmical qualities to be easier and prior to particular ones, and to instance in the laws wherby the Universe in its great bodys are governed, and besides Mr Newton, Kepler to read Boyle o f Cosmical Qualities, or to make it concerning Comets and in order thereto to consider Apianus, Tycho, Kepler, Hevelius, Newton and Bernouilli (22) . On 28 December he noted:
In Mr Newtons opinion a good design o f a publick speech (and which may serve well at ane Act) may be to shew that the most simple laws of nature are observed in the structure of a great part o f the Universe, that the philosophy ought ther to begin, and that Cosmical Qualities are as much easier as they are more Universall than particular ones, and the general contrivance simpler than that o f Animals plants See: (23).
However, by 5 January 1691/92 he seems to have adopted a less ambitious course, for on that date he completed a draft o f his inaugural lecture, the surviving part of which shows little variation from the final form (24) .
General features of the Inaugural Lecture
Gregory's inaugural lecture, delivered on 21 April 1692, can in the main speak for itself, and in this introduction we shall confine ourselves to a few general remarks and an investigation o f an assertion made about Sir Christopher Wren, leaving other comments for the notes to the text. Gregory's central purpose in the lecture is to sketch out the history, methods and principal features of what he was later to describe as 'the Celestial Physics, which the most sagacious Kepler had got the scent of, but the Prince of Geometers Sir Isaac Newton, brought to such a pitch as surprises all the W orld' (25) . Accordingly Kepler and Newton receive the most discussion, and the second half o f the lecture is in fact mainly a catalogue o f results established in the No astronomer before the time o f Kepler is mentioned by name, and not much individual attention is paid to later ones, although Descartes and Leibniz are criticized and two former Savilian Professors o f Astronomy, Seth W ard and Christopher Wren, are given high praise.
Two general themes inform the lecture. The one is the absolute necessity o f applying geometry in matters astronomical, and this is o f course well in accord with Newton's title, Mathematical Principles of Natural Philosophy. But this is 147 supplemented with another theme, which is the peculiar genius o f the English people in advancing natural philosophy, and Gregory is happiest when he can see his two themes converging, as in the cases of Ward, W ren and Newton. To be sure there were good geometers among foreigners, such as Kepler, Descartes and Leibniz, but in matters astronomical their work always had some blemish. Even Kepler, to whom Gregory accords the highest praise, sometimes forsook the narrow geometrical path and relied too much on archetypal causes, so that he was unable to reach the greatest heights. This fulsome and almost chauvinistic praise of the English may seem rather strange coming from a Scotsman. (His brother James, giving his inaugural lecture at Edinburgh at about the same time, had used the term Britanni,whereas David has th David Gregory clearly regarded himself as having become one o f the chosen race, and in a deleted sentence he begged his audience's pardon for so counting himself. Thus perhaps the 1690 Commissioners had disillusioned him so much that he no longer wished to be known as Scots. (We would hesitate to take supposition further than this.) W ren's achievement I11 introducing gravitation Gregory is careful to distinguish three propo sitions that link it with Kepler's Laws. W e may present them as follows:
(i) A necessary and sufficient condition for a body to move in an orbit in a fixed plane with Kepler's law o f areas being preserved is that it move under the action of a central force-i.e. that the resultant force acting on the body be directed towards a fixed point.
(ii) If a body is moving in a closed orbit under the action o f a central force, then a necessary and sufficient condition for the orbit to be an ellipse is that the force should vary as the inverse square o f the distance from the centre o f force.
(iii) If several bodies move in closed orbits under the actions o f central forces directed towards a common centre, then a necessary and sufficient condition for the squares of their periodic times to be as the cubes o f their distances from the centre is that the central forces be inversely proportional to the squares o f the distances from the centre (and also proportional to the masses). [More precisely this proposition should be 'restricted to circles, or, if ellipses be intended, the quantity whose cube is mentioned should be specified as half the major axis of the ellipse.] O f these propositions Gregory leaves the achievement o f (i) anonymous, but no one seems ever to have suggested that it should be ascribed to anyone other than Newton, (ii) is ascribed both by Gregory and common consent to Newton. But in the case of (iii) Gregory is quite definite in ascribing it to Sir Christopher Wren.
In recent years the place of Robert Hooke in the prehistory of the has come in for much attention (27) , and in such studies W ren's name is usually mentioned in passing. But it seems that no systematic investigation o f what may be ascribed to him has been made. W e must therefore turn aside for a moment to examine what evidence there is for W ren's connexion with the explanation o f the planetary motions. This will not prove easy, for the paucity of W ren's published writings forces us almost always to look at him through other men's eyes. In our investigation we shall first look at him from Newton's point of view, and then in relation to Hooke. After this we shall see what if anything may be gathered from his own writings, and finally we shall consider what grounds Gregory may have had for his statement.
In May 1686 Halley informed Newton that Hooke was claiming that Newton had received the notion o f the inverse square law from him and seemed to be expecting some acknowledgment in the preface to the Principia (28) . This provided the occasion for Newton to refer back to the famous correspondence between himself and Hooke in 1679-80. He admitted that this correspondence was the occasion for stimulating him into further work on gravitation and also that in the course o f it Hooke had said that 'gravity was not uniform, but increased in descent to the center in A Reciprocall Duplicate proportion of the distance from i t . . . and added that according to this Duplicate proportion, the motions of the planets might be explained, and their orbs defined' (29). At first Newton's tone in his correspondence with Halley is very reasonable, but afterwards obsessive brooding seems to have led him to a much harsher view, and he even threatened to suppress the third book o f the Principia. However, Halley was able to soothe him, and the outcome was that Newton decided to add a scholium to Proposition IV of Book I o f the Principia (30) . This begins: 'The case of the sixth corollary obtains in the celestial bodies (as our countrymen Wren, Hooke and Halley have also severally observed) . . .' (31) . The sixth corollary itself reads: 'If the squares of the periodic times are as the cubes of the radii, the centripetal forces are reciprocally as the squares o f the radii; but the speeds are [reciprocally] as the square roots o f the radii; and vice versa' (32 That all bodies whatsoever that are put into a direct and simple motion, will so continue to move forward in a streight line, till they are by some other effectual powers deflected and bent into a Motion, describing a Circle, Ellipsis, or some other more compounded Curve Line. The third sup position is, That these attractive powers are so much the more powerful in operating, by how much the nearer the body wrought upon is to their own
Centers. Now what these several degrees are I have not yet experimentally verified; but it is a notion, which if fully prosecuted as it ought to be, will mightily assist the Astronomer to reduce all the Coelestial Motions to a certain rule, which I doubt will never be done true without it (40). This remarkable and by now famous passage contains in essence the pro gramme for explanation o f the planetary motions actually used by Newton in the Principia. It directs attention to the resultant force acting upon each planetary body and implicitly assumes that there will be a simple mathematical relationship between this force and the distances from the sun and the other planets, so that one does not have to consider, at this stage at least, the distribu tion of vortices or other collections o f etherial or other matter in the universe. But, important as the conception o f a programme for explanation is, there is a great difference between that and the actual provision o f an explanation; and much o f the bitterness between Hooke and Newton may be seen as arising from the differing values they put on the programme as opposed to the actual explanation.
Although in his 1690 lecture Hooke claimed that he had communicated the inverse square relation to W ren before publishing his Attempt to prove the Motion of the E a r t h , there is no mention of it in that work. But, given the programme sketched out by Hooke '1 conceive the Power [of gravity] to be always reciprocal to the Area or Superficies of the Orb of Propagation, that is duplicate of the Distances; as will plainly follow and appear from the consideration of the Nature thereof, and will hereafter be more plainly evinced by the Effects it causes at such several Distances' (44) . But despite his repeated promises Hooke seems never to have achieved any satisfactory quantitative relation of gravity with its effects on the planets.
Having taken the matter thus far and having noted the close connexion between W ren and Hooke, it is tempting to go further and examine whether Wren may have had any part in formulating Hooke's more general programme. Hooke was wont to tie up his views on the planetary motions with the conical pendulum, and, immediately after the passage from the Attempt to prove the Motion of the Earth that we have quoted, he writes: 'He that understands the nature of the Circular Pendulum and Circular Motion, will easily understand the whole ground of this Principle, and will know where to find direction in Nature for the true stating thereof' (45) . Earlier, in a paper read to the Royal Society in 1666, he had developed, albeit rather confusedly, the analogy between the conical pendulum and elliptical motion (46) . In conjunction with this we should read some remarks of Thomas Sprat. At the end o f the second part of his History of the Royal Society Sprat says that he is going to break his rule of not 'Commending the labours of any Private Fellows of the ' in the case of Wren, 'For in turning over the Registers of the Society, I perceiv'd that many excellent things, whose first Invention ought to be ascrib'd to him, were casually omitted' (47) . Among Sprat's list of W ren's achievements we have the following:
Amongst the new Discoveries of the Pendulum, these are to be attributed to him, that the Pendulum in its motion from rest to rest; that is, in one descent and ascent, moves unequally in equal times, according to a line o f sines: That it would continue to move either in Circular, or Motions; and such Vibrations would have the same Periods with those that are reciprocal; and that by a complication o f several Pendulums depending one upon another, there might be represented motions like the Planetary Helical Motions, or more intricate: And yet that these Pendulums would discover without confusion (as the Planets do) three or four several Motions, acting upon one Body with differing Periods; and that there may be produc'd a Natural Standard for Measure from the Pendulum for vulgar use (48) . R. S. Westfall has suggested that Hooke may have drawn upon the analogy between planetary motions and the conical pendulum presented by Jeremiah Horrox in a letter to William Crabtree (49)-In 1664 John Wallis had been commissioned by the Royal Society to examine H orrox's posthumous papers to see whether they should be published, and in the early stages at least W ren had assisted him in this perusal (50). Although Wallis does not mention W ren in connexion with the perusal o f H orrox's letters to Crabtree (51), it seems likely that W ren at least had a glance at them. Since both Horrox and Hooke were concerned that the motion o f the apsides be represented, it seems probable that there was influence; and, from W ren's connexion with the Horrox papers, we may surmise that he was the mediator o f this influence. The evidence does not allow us to push this sort of speculation very far, but it seems quite likely that Hooke benefited in many ways from his conversations with W ren in considering the planetary motions. But, because of W ren's extreme reticence on these matters, we shall probably never be able to estimate properly the degree of his contribution. Perhaps poetic justice has been done, and that while W ren has overshadowed Hooke in the rebuilding o f London, Hooke has overshadowed W ren in the prehistory of universal gravitation.
W e have deferred consideration ofW ren's own extant writings to this stage because they reveal little relevant to our immediate purpose, except in a general way. His mathematical writings testify to the justness of the contemporary opinion o f him as a very good mathematician (52) , and his concern with Kepler's Problem indicates his interest in mathematical problems arising from astronomy (53) . His inaugural lecture as Professor o f Astronomy in Gresham College in 1657 also displays an interest in the connexion o f magnetism and astronomy in the manner of Gilbert (54) , and in the draft for this lecture he had held that the perfection of both dioptrics and the elliptical hypothesis were justly to be expected from Men o f our own Nation at this Day living, and known to most o f this Auditory' (55) . Perhaps if we had available his tiones Greshamenses in a st ro n o m i a m K ep l eri and his Oxford astronomicae o f 1662 (56), we should know rather more o f his astronomical thought, but their early dates make it unlikely that they would touch very directly on our present problem.
W e finally turn to consider the source that Gregory may have had for his statement about Wren. It is fairly clear that Gregory did not get it from any actual writing o fW ren 's, for in 1698 he noted, 'W ren has written nothing 011 the path of the planets or on the celestial motions' (57) . W e may have expected to get some help from Gregory's Notae Isaaci but in his note to the relevant scholium Gregory seems to have misunderstood Newton's intent and thought that Newton was referring to those who knew o f Kepler's Third Law and not those who recognized its equivalence, for the case of circular motion, to a central force varying as the inverse square o f the 154 distance. Thus he simply expresses surprise at Kepler's name not being men tioned with those of Halley, Hooke and Wren. Later, after conversation with Newton, he added a further note rejecting Hooke's claim to have laid 'the foundations of all this philosophy', but there is no mention of W ren (58) . Perhaps Gregory just drew on conversations with Newton for his statement about Wren in the lecture, and if so it has little evidential value, unless Newton had discovered more about W ren's achievement since his correspondence with Halley.
But there is another more attractive possibility, which unfortunately must remain speculative. In 1681 Gregory was in London, and on 4 May Sir Christopher W ren in his capacity as President gave him leave to attend a meeting o f the Royal Society (59). In the report o f the meeting we read:
The experiment about the motion of the pendulum vacuo and in the common air was discoursed of; and it was queried, what should be the cause of the stay of the motion o f the pendulum vacuo, since there was no sensible body to hinder its free motion. It was supposed by some to be the weight of the string, as had also been supposed by GALILEO; by some to be the bending of the string.
Mr. HOOKE supposed it to be from a body of a middle nature between aether and air, the motion, gravitation, and density of which he conceived also to be the cause of divers of the phaenomena, which he should have occasion to discourse more of in his farther inquiries about light.
This, he affirmed, would be likewise useful in the explication o f the motions o f the celestial bodies, as the moon and other planets (60) . W ith this sort o f discussion going on it would surely have been appropriate for W ren to have given an account, either at the meeting itself or in discussion afterwards, of how far he had managed to go in a mathematical treatment o f the forces acting on the planets. The young Gregory would then have taken this back to Scotland as a treasured memory. But in the absence o f further evidence this must remain supposition, and for the moment we must rest content with having established that there is a good chance that W ren did what Gregory said he did.
T he other O xford lectures
It would be outwith the scope of this article to essay any detailed discussion of Gregory's regular teaching at Oxford, and in this section we restrict our selves to indicating some o f the evidence that the Aberdeen manuscript codex may provide.
The Savilian statutes (laid down in 1619) enjoined that the Professor o f Astronomy should lecture on Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays for forty weeks of the year (61) , and the following prescriptions were made concerning the content o f his lectures:
The astronomical professor should know that it is part o f his duty to interpret the whole of the Mathematical Construction o f Ptolemy, called the Almagest, using the devices {inventa) of Copernicus, Geber and other more recent writers in their proper places, and deposit the notes that he has written, as above, but he can lay before his auditors Proclus's Sphere and Ptolemy's Hypotheses of the Planets as an introduction to the deeper art, and treat o f sexagesimal reckoning either publicly or privately. Similarly it belongs to the astronomical professor to teach at the times as above the whole science of optics, gnomonics, geography and the precepts o f navi gation so far as they depend upon mathematics. But he should know that the teaching o f genethlialogy and of absolutely the whole o f divinatory astrology is strictly forbidden him. In optics, gnomonics, geography etc. I allow the professor a free choice of books, as above (62). N ow the volume that contains the inaugural lecture contains also (besides three lectures that Gregory delivered on receiving the degree o f M.D.) twenty-five Thursday lectures from November 1692 until November 1697 (63) , and their content makes it highly probable that this is the volume that the Statutes demanded be deposited in the Library. It may be that on Tuesdays and Satur days Gregory lectured on the other sciences specified by Savile, but there seems to be no evidence for this, and the fact that optical diversions are made in the extant lectures militates against the supposition. Even the Thursday lectures in the volume number far less than the forty per year prescribed, and internal evidence shows that they form a complete (or almost complete) set. Thus it seems that Gregory's lecturing by no means achieved in quantity what the Statutes demanded; but this may not have been unusual at the time. (In 1776 Adam Smith was able to write: 'In the university o f Oxford, the greater part o f the public professors have, for these many years, given up altogether even the pretence o f teaching' (64).) Perhaps too the response was poor so that at times he was faced with no auditors. Certainly John Keill, his sometime pupil and later holder of the Savilian Chair, suggested that Gregory set his standards too high for tyros in the subject (65) , and in Cambridge it seems that Newton had often been faced with an empty lecture room (66) . Also we know little o f what 'private' teaching Gregory may have done, and so without further evi dence we certainly cannot accuse him of gross neglect o f duty.
Savile's statutes have sometimes been claimed as enlightened in demanding some teaching o f Copernicus, but by 1692 we might wish to regard them as clearly outmoded in requiring that the astronomical teaching be so firmly based on the Almagest. But Gregory did not see the matter like this, and in his first regular lecture he gave this portion o f the Statutes great prominence (he did not mention the requirements for hours o f teaching), and attempted to justify the
The beginning o f the Almagest gave Gregory much scope for taking issue with Ptolemy and indulging in long diversions, for in the early chapters o f his work Ptolemy considered such matters as the motion and spherical shape o f the heavens, and the sphericity, centrality and immobility o f the Earth. Two topics in particular engage much o f Gregory's attention. One is the figure o f the Earth and here Gregory is able to introduce much recent work, tying up the spheroidal Earth both with centrifugal force and with the varying periods o f pendulums. The other is the explanation o f gravity, and here Gregory con siders the views o f the Peripatetics, Plato, Epicurus, Lucretius, Gassendi, Descartes, Huygens, Varignon, Perrault, and Fatio de Duillier. Gassendi, Huygens and Fatio come in for particular attention, but Gregory himself still inclines to the view that gravity is an internal force imparted to all bodies by the Creator and not to be explained by mechanical or other external means.
In his inaugural lecture Gregory had given the ancients short shrift, but in his regular lectures (particularly the early ones) this is no longer the case. Ptolemy is usually magnus Ptolemaeus, and earlier philosophers are even more highly regarded. Great care is taken to exculpate Heracleitus and Democritus from seemingly puerile views, and Gregory would clearly like to believe that the ancient Egyptians and Greeks knew o f the spheroidal figure o f the Earth and had good mathematical reasons for it. All this is clearly a reflexion o f Newton s strong concern with the prisca at this time (67) , but, despite the clear signs of Newton's influence here as in so many parts o f the lectures, his name is curiously little mentioned. The same applies to Gregory's Astronomiae Physicae et Geometricae Elementa o f 1702, and, although we cannot accept Hearne's rumour o f Newton's annoyance at being so little referred to in that work (68) , we can at least see how it may have appeared plausible.
Anyway, even with all Newton's influence, Gregory's lectures can hardly be regarded as an exposition of the Newtonian system o f the world, and even his book did not form an elementary exposition. Thus, despite the wealth ot interesting material that a detailed examination of the lectures should reveal, it may well turn out that, in the history o f Oxford pedagogy, John Keill is the more significant figure, who, according 
Authenticity:
During December 1968 and January 1969, Detective Inspector Alistair J. M. Smith, Document Examiner o f the Aberdeen City Police, compared this manuscript with sixteen letters written by David Gregory contained in MS Oxford, Bodl.Lib., Ballard 24, kindly lent to Aberdeen University Library for this purpose. His conclusion was that the majority o f the manuscript was in the hand of David Gregory, as detailed below.
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Huic genti etiam debentur Correctiones legitimac ornnes mox explicatae hypotheseos, ut cum caelis congruat necessariae, earumque contra exterorum cavillationes propugnatio.
Tandem adventante tempore quo haec scientiae naturalis pars, in immensum proferri ab anglis; fatis datum est, post ingentes ausus eosque faelices tarn in puriori Geometria quam in Physica magis nodosa et composita problema sequens faeliciter solvit Geometra peritissimus D : Christopherus Wrennus, qui et inter alia Universitatis Oxoniensis lumina professionem hanc decoravit (86); invenire legem gravitatis sive facultatis Centripetae, qua Corpora plura circa idem centrum virium mota agitantur, dummodo quadrata temporum periodicorum sint ut Cubi Radiorum, prout in planetis circa solem mods a Keplero observatum; invenitque Celeberrimus Wrennus legem gravitads quaesitam talem esse ut vires centripetae sint reciproce ut quadrata distantiarum a centro virium nullamque aliam observatis congruere.
Mirum videri poterit ullum extitisse philosophum; presertim Geometram Cartesium sc qui post Kepleri audacia et foelicia conamina philosophiam naturalem Geometriae ope excolendi, relicta unica hac semita causas rerum naturalium logice seu verius sophistice indagare contenderit. Quid de illo dicendum quern geometricae doctum fuisse constat, qui suum systema Cosmicum (quod tanti fecerat et in quo se tarn magnifice jactat) vorticibus inaedificaverit, non prius per Geometriam explorato num Corpora in diversis a centro distantiis a vortice delata periodica habuerint tempora quorum quadrata sunt ut Cubi distantiarum a Centro: sed ille in facilioribus minusque compositis legibus Matus ne minimum quidem geometriae suae vires expertus in errores incidit a quibus tandem Geometrarum ope liberati sumus.
In seculum igitur tandem incidimus quo questiones olim Cosmographicae in problemata Geometrica transierint. Nunc enim demonstratum non tantum areas quas Corpora in Gyrum acta radiis ad Centrum [verium] <virium> ductis describunt in planis immobilibus consistere, et esse temporibus proportionales, sed et e converso corpus omne ut dictum est motum urgeri a vi centri-peta tendente ad predictum punctum (87), qua propositione sola corruit systema ptolemaicum; cum planetas primarios radiis ad terram ductis areas describere temporibus minime proportionales, at radiis ad Solem ductis areas temporibus accurate satis proportionales percurrere constet.
Cumque Corpora duo vel plura in se mutuo gravitantia orbitas describant circa commune gravitatis centrum immotum, et immanis sit ex omnium con sensu differentia inter quantitatem materiae in sole et in tellure, patet Solem Nedum ilium quinque planetis Comitatum circa terram immotam non posse revolvi, Unde Systema Tychonicum non modo falsitatis sed et impossibilitatis arguitur.
Illuxit Atque hujusce unius problematis confectionem tanti habuerunt exteri, ut post illud ante quatuor annos hie editum, Magni Nominis Geometra Gothofredus Lcibnitius ejus pro modulo suo <constructionem ediderit non absque paralogismi labe (95). Sed ct Kepleri problcma resolvendum erat, ut Corporis in orbita elliptica Moti inveniatur locus ad tempus datum in cujus resolutionc algebraica et tabulis conficiendis accomodata et nos operam haud penitendam navasse arbitramur (96).
Verum cum lex vis centripetae a natura adhibitac investiganda sit ex ejusdem symptomatis trajectoria nimirum elliptica et temporum periodicorum ratione sesquialtera distantiarum a centro virium, idem Magnus Ncwtonus non tantum problema universale conficit quo ex data quavis vi centripeta, trajectoria inque ea motus determinantur sed et hujus etiam Conversum) (97). *Post Universale hoc problema resolutum, consequens erat et reliqua in figura geomctrica invenire quae sunt mensurae qualitatum physicarum: v: g: quod tempora periodica in ellipsibus sunt in ratione sesquiplicata transversorum axium (98) aliaque quam plurima hisce similia, et ut vim hanc quam in planetis experimur cum alia data vi apud nos gravitate sc: comparare (99); sed et dc Mobilibus Orbibus (altered from an illegible w ord) ellipsium, in quibus linea apsidum vel progreditur vel regreditur philosophia nova condenda erat (100); ut et magis exacta quam ilia Hugeniana de descensu rectilineo motuque funependulorum, cum haec centrum infinite dissitum supponat (101), unde et aliae Cyclbides et a vulgari diversae et prout pendulum intra vel extra superficiem telluris oscillatur variae inventae, quae huic problemati sufficiant. Sed et ob actiones corporum circa centrum latorum in se mutuo, orbes plaerumquc deformes evadunt; etiam et de hisce, et inde orta orbium deformitate agendum, inde pleraeque minores planetarum inaequalitates oriuntur, ut Nodorum Motus, Latitudinis Maximae variatio Caeteraque in luna (102) .
Quamvis spatia Coelaestia in quibus circumvehuntur planetac libera jure merito ponahtur, media consideranda sunt in quibus resistitur mobili, et haec resistentia cum gravitate sive centripetentia conjuncta consideranda venit (103), ac inter reliqua hoc problema adhuc solvendum prostat. Data directione, lege vis Centripetae et lege resistentiae, projecti semitam construere, et speciatim si lex Centripetentiae ponatur reciproca duplicata distantiarum et resistentia ponatur in duplicata ratione velocitatis, turn demum solvetur Galilei problema uti decet. Dum philosophia naturalis ad hunc modum excolitur etiam et Corporum in vortice delatorum leges exquiruntur, nimirum Corporum a vortice delatorum tempora periodica erunt in duplicata ratione distantiarum a centro (104) . In planetis vero primariis circa solem et secundariis circa suos respective primarios temporum periodicorum quadrata sunt, ut Cubi distantiarum, quod quantum distet a priori cuivis patet, unde et Cartesii Systema Cosmicum quam jocans vocabat suam de mundo fabulam revera fabulam esse demonstratur (105) .
Et huic methodo insistendo, Cometarum motus planetarum motui haud absimilis deprehenditur, eidem principio innixus ac revolutiones perennes patiens; sed cum in ellipsibus moveantur planetae hi in quibus distantia focorum magnam habet ad transversum axem rationem, et ipsum axem majorem immanem, eorum tempora periodica planetarum vulgarium periodica tempora multum superabunt, utpote quae in ratione sunt sesquialtera transversorum axium (106); Unde et Corruit Cartesii trajectus Cometae per lineam rectam quern a Keplero suffuratus fuerat et multa de Cometis ejus fabulae de Mundo annumeranda veniunt, quae bis mille fere abhinc annis a Lucretio impossibilia esse demonstratum fuit, qualis est motus liber in spatiis plenis < ut taceam in isto systemate, eum quandoque) etiam quandoque contra vorticis motum <fieri). Sed loco ellipsium adeo excentricarum quarum partes remotiores ob Cometam ibi non visum observari nequeunt, parabolae assumi in calculo possunt, et multa eaque Astronomicis et physicis excolendis et ulterius promovendis idonea inde deduci at intricatioris geometriae ope. Illorum vero Caudam vaporem esse a capite Cometae vicinia Solis in perihelio admodum calefacti jugiter surgentem et abeuntem in partes a Sole aversas, evincunt eorum phenomena (107): verum cum haec physicam potius redoleant, ac de hisce agendi quatenus ad astronomiam referuntur opportunior forsitan futurus sit locus, receptui canimus.
Sed et Opticae, Geographiae ceterarumque incrementa quibus scientiae hae ultra limites a patribus, immo a Philosophis hujus aevi positos, in immensum proferuntur, applicationi intricatioris Geometriae ad philosophica debentur. Hinc Radiorum lucis in eodem medio Curvatura patuit (108), hinc refractionum inusitatarum causae deteguntur (109) , hinc data [altera] <una> lends superficie, determinabitur altera, qua radii positione dati, ante immersionem in lentem post emersionem ex eadcm positionem datam obtineant (n o ); Hinc in Geographicis excessus diametrorum axi normalium supra ipsum axem, et spheroidicae figurae cujusque planetae species innotescit ( i n ) ; hinc varia ejusdem Corporis in diversis tcrrae partibus gravitas, et penduli isochroni longitudo, <pro latitudine loci varia) (112) He who is taking up the duties o f the Professorship o f Astronomy in the University o f Oxford must first remember thankfully that most excellent man Sir Henry Savilc who provided this position for astronomers, those unsleeping sentinels o f the doors of the world (71); and I must also express myself most devotedly to the most illustrious electors o f the Savilian professors who have decided that this position should be our own (72) .
It is also most gratifying to my soul that, after spending a large part o f my life in other universities, I can be linked in the University o f Oxford with the prince o f geometers Dr John Wallis as colleague (73) and the most scholarly Dr Edward Bernard as successor (74) .
The piety of such a hero among astronomers, the decision o f such men upon me, the outstanding erudition o f ex-Profcssor Bernard, and the enviable fame (but still less than his merits) of my colleague all demand that with my greatest effort I strive to increase this divine science, and show myself as a Savilian professor also to be neither unworthy nor born when Phoebus was unwilling or hostile.
In beginning such a work I shall set forth in a brief discourse the aids by which celestial science has increased and the thoughts and systems of reasoning to which it will owe all its advances.
At a first glance it is clearly the task of the astronomer to investigate the magnitudes, distances and motions of the celestial bodies and subject them all to numbers, to imitate them and place them before the eyes. For this purpose such observations are to be made with suitable machines and instruments as will display the matter precisely as it is and remove all ambiguity, so that at length with the help of geometry a theory (vulgarly so-called) may be built up, and thereupon numbers be applied to the figure that displays the track of the phenomenon and hence to the motion of the body to which the theory relates.
It is clear that the easier, simpler and less composite these theories are, the more they will be consonant not only with what has already been observed (which has determined them in their very construction) but with what is yet to be observed, and with the very machine of the world which was constructed by the supreme creator with the greatest simplicity. A sign o f such simplicity will be the uniformity by which similar motions, places and rest are ascribed to bodies of the same genus, however much the measures of the things pertaining to these motions be changed.
Although in every age there have been those who cultivated astronomy, either by suitably made observations scattered over long intervals of time and space, or by theories and systems made up according to the state o f under standing of any period, or by a talent for exposition, yet the lucubrations of all these astronomers do not reveal the ways o f the heaven any more than they reveal the skill and experience of their progenitors in geometrical matters.
Indeed it is by the help of geometry that all the arts necessary for improving life, such as geography, the rules of navigation, the determining o f times, and others, have been carried to such an incredible pinnacle of distinction. Moreover, within the memory of ourselves and of our fathers, philosophers began to extend the limits of geometry in order to found the kingdom of astronomy. This they have carried out, with the favour of gods and the approbation o f men, with such success that now no one can be received into astronomical citizenship who is not a visiting citizen in the most abstruse geometry and has not arisen from the patrician, that is the geometrical, family o f philosophers. In the past many very base Remus's leapt over the walls o f the astronomical city (75) , but now the geometers have so fortified it with a ditch and a rampart that the portals of the sun receive those whom impartial Appollonius has loved and whom Kepler, Wren, Wallis and Newton have borne to the aetherial regions, and accordingly the profane, that is ungeometrical men, are exiled and depart from the grove (76) and wander away over the whole heaven.
Indeed it can scarcely be said what sharpness o f mind was employed by John Kepler, o f immortal memory, when, from there being just five regular solids, as demonstrated by Euclid, he inferred that the number o f the planets was six, and by inscription of spheres within these solids and circumscription o f spheres around them related the distances and ratios o f the orbits (77). It can scarcely be said with what power o f prophecy and by what labours he succeeded in arriving at that great theorem of the elliptical planetary orbits with a common focus at the sun, about which each planet is turned round in a circuit in such a way that the areas that the radius vector of the planet from the sun traverses are proportional to the times (78). Nevertheless, after accomplishing so many outstanding feats, so great a man succumbed to the burden and owned himself unequal to bearing it, that is, to solving directly the problem of determining for a given time the place of the planet in the elliptical orbit (79). Here geo metry, his goddess-mother, was o f no avail to him (80). But with the help o f the tripod of Phoebus he brought forward a conjecture o f great use, namely, that the squares of the periodic times are in the same ratio as the cubes o f the distances between the planets and the sun (81). Finally, he discovered a marvel lous property o f bodies by which in the minimally resisting ether they seek each other and as it were attract. From this he also deduced the tides in a clear but brief discourse in his immortal Commentaries on the star Mars (82), and was as it were a prophet and a precursor of a great geometer born among the English.
But with his archetypal causes, however beautiful, he seemed more to aspire to and desire a path to Olympus (83) than to scale the heavens with the help of geometry, by which alone can astronomy be borne into the immensity beyond the paths o f the sun and the year (84), and at length is going to be there borne. Indeed this glory has been reserved to our era and to the English people, who since the instauration of the sciences have made such advances in them. And passing over the immense labours undergone by the most fruitful astrono mers of our people by which the theories o f the planets have been reliably established, <let me say) how easy and how exact and to put all in one word how geometrical, astronomy has been left to us by that most acute geometer, shall I say, or astronomer, the Right Reverend Dr Seth sometime Bishop o f Salisbury, who while he was among men adorned this chair (85). How geo metrically and acutely he determined the positions and species o f the orbits 167 i68 and other related matters, following <a line indicated by) Kepler and sub stituting as mean motion the angle at the other focus (which he accordingly called that of the mean motion) in place of the areas to the sun that the radius vector describes and as it were sweeps out. Content with this artifice he did not detain himself over the solution of Kepler's problem, in which the division of the area of an ellipse in a given ratio by a straight line through a focus is required. But, being a most perspicacious man, he was conscious o f what delays arose hence in the construction of tables, and, in order to show the world that astronomy was to be advanced by the help o f geometry whatever hypotheses it depended upon, he accomplished the same astronomical problems geo metrically from the circular hypothesis.
To this people also are owed all the proper improvements of the hypothesis just now treated, which are necessary in order for it to agree with the heavens, and the defence of these improvements against foreign cavillations.
At length the time came when this part of natural science was given by the fates to be immensely increased by the English. After great and fruitful efforts both in the purer geometry and the more intricate and complex physics, the most skilful geometer Sir Christopher Wren, who among other luminaries o f the University of Oxford graced this professorship (86), solved the following problem: To find the law of gravity or centripetal force by which several bodies moved around a common centre of forces are driven, given that the squares of the periodic times arc as the cubes of the radii, as was observed by Kepler for the planets moved around the sun. The most renowned W ren found that the required law of gravity was such that the centripetal forces were reciprocally as the squares of the distances from the centre of forces, and that no other law would agree with what was observed.
It will be able to seem astonishing that after Kepler's bold and fruitful efforts to advance natural philosophy by the help of geometry, there should have appeared any philosopher and particularly a geometer, namely Descartes, who should leave this one narrow path and try to investigate the causes of things logically, or rather, sophistically. W hat is to be said of him who while certainly learned in geometry would build his cosmic system (which he valued so highly and of which he boasted so grandiloquently) from vortices, without previously examining whether bodies carried around by a vortex at different distances from the centre would have periodic times whose squares were as the cubes o f the distances from the centre? But he was intoxicated by easier and less com posite laws, and, not applying his geometric ability in the slightest, fell into errors from which we were at length liberated by the aid o f geometers.
At length then we have come into the age where questions that were once cosmographical are being transformed into geometrical problems. For it has now been shown not only that the areas which bodies driven in a circuit describe by the radii drawn to the centre of forces are in immobile planes and proportional to the times, but also conversely that every body moved in this way is impelled by a centripetal force that tends towards the aforesaid point (87). By this proposition alone the Ptolemaic system is destroyed, for the primary planets by radii drawn to the Earth describe areas in no way propor tional to the times, while with the radii drawn to the sun it is established that they run over areas sufficiently proportional to the times. Since two or more mutually gravitating bodies describe orbits around a common immobile centre o f gravity, and since by common consent there is an immense difference between the quantity o f matter in the sun and that in the Earth, it is clear that neither the sun nor, much less, the sun in the company o f five planets can revolve around an immobile Earth. Thus is shown not only the falsity but the impossibility of the Tychonic system.
At length there dawned that most desirable day in which to the immortal glory o f this age and people the physical forces o f natural bodies were assimi lated to a genuine pattern, that is to geometry. For the excellent geometer Mr Issac Newton in addition to the geometric figure in any orbit o f a projectile sought also to find the measure o f the centripetal force (tending to a given centre) o f the body borne in that orbit, from whatever cause that force may arise, be it from a deeper mechanical one or from a law imposed by the supreme creator o f all things (88). He inquires geometrically into the law o f centripetal force of a body moved in the circumference o f a circle with the force tending to a given point either on the circumference or anywhere outside it or inside it, or even infinitely removed (89). By the same method he seeks the law of centripetal force tending to the centre o f a plane nautical spiral (that is one that the radii cut in a given angle) which will drive a body in that spiral (90). Also the law o f centripetal force that would make a body rotate in an ellipse when the centre o f the ellipse coincides with the centre of forces (91). If the ellipse is changed into a hyperbola and the centripetal force into a centrifugal one the same things apply to the hyperbola (92). Also the resolution o f the same problem when the centre o f forces coincides with either focus o f the ellipse shows that the law o f centripetal force is reciprocally in the duplicate ratio of the distance <i.e. as the inverse square o f the distance) (93); others had long before shown that this was the one and only law that would satisfy the other phenomenon observed by Kepler in the motion of the planets. These results also apply to the hyperbola and the parabola when the centre o f forces is situated in a focus of the conic section (94).
Such great foreigners were occupied with this one problem that three years ago, after the above was published, Gottfried Leibniz, a geometer o f great name, produced a construction of it in terms of his system-not without the blemish of paralogism (95). But also <in Newton's work) Kepler's problem was to be resolved, to find the position of a body moved in an elliptical orbit at a given time. As concerns an algebraic resolution of this that is adapted to the construction of tables, we think that we also have produced a work not at all to be ashamed of (96).
But, since the law of centripetal force employed by nature is to be dis covered from its symptoms, the indisputably elliptical orbit and the sesquialteral ratio of the periodic times and the distances from the centre of forces, the same great Newton solved not only the universal problem of determining the trajectory and the motion in it for any given centripetal force, but also its converse. After this universal problem had been solved the sequel was to find other < quantities) in the geometric figure that are measures of physical qualities; for example, that the periodic times in ellipses are in the sesquiplicate ratio o f the transverse axes <i.e. the squares of the times are as the cubes o f the axes) (98) , and as many other things similar to these as possible. Also, for instance, to compare this force, which we experience in the planets, with another given force near to us, namely gravity (99) . But also the new philosophy was to concern itself with movable elliptical orbits, in which the line of apsides either advances or retires (100). Also, for instance, a more exact < theory) of rectilinear descent and o f the motion of pendulous bodies than the Huygenian one, since that supposes the centre to be infinitely removed (101) . Therefore also, other cycloids different from the common one and variously devised according as the pendulum oscillates inside or outside the surface o f the Earth. And let that suffice for this problem. But also on account of the mutual actions o f bodies moving around a centre the orbits usually turn out to be deformed, and <so there is) also an investigation of these actions and of the deformity arising from them, whence arise many minor inequalities of the planets, such as the motion of the nodes, the variation of maximum latitude, and other things in the moon (102) .
Although the celestial spaces in which the planets move around are quite rightly held to be unresisting, yet media are considered in which the moving body is resisted, and this resistance is considered in conjunction with gravitation or centripetal force (103) . Among others, this problem now presents itself for solution: Given the direction, the law of centripetal force, and the law o f resistance, to construct the path of the projectile. In particular, if the law o f centripetal force is posited as reciprocally duplicate to the distances and the I7 i resistance is in the duplicate ratio o f the speed, then indeed the problem of Galileo will be solved, as is fitting.
While natural philosophy is being improved to this extent, the laws o f bodies carried around in a vortex are also sought out, and truly the periodic times of bodies carried around by a vortex will be in the duplicate ratio <i.e. as the square) of the distances from the centre (104) . But, in the primary planets around the sun and in the secondary about their respective primaries, the squares o f the periodic times are as the cubes o f the distances; and it is evident to all that this is very different from the previous < relation). Thus Descartes's cosmic system, which he jokingly called his fable o f the world, is shown to be a fable indeed (105) .
By following this method the motion of comets is found to be not at all dissimilar to the motion o f the planets, depending on the same principles and undergoing continual revolutions. But, since these planets move in ellipses in which the distance of the foci has a great ratio to the transverse axis, and that major axis is immense, their periodic times greatly exceed the periodic times of the common planets, for they are in the sesquialteral ratio o f the transverse axes <i.e. their squares are as the cubes o f the axes) (106) . Thus Descartes's rectilinear cometary trajectory, which he filched from Kepler, collapses, and many things about comets in his fable o f the world may be added, which almost two thousand years ago had been shown to be impossible by Lucretius. Such is the free motion in full spaces, to say nothing o f the fact that in his system the motion is from time to time against the motion o f the vortex. But, in place of so eccentric ellipses whose more remote parts cannot be observed because the comet is not visible there, parabolae may be assumed in calculation, and many things useful for improving astronomy and physics and advancing them further may thus be deduced with the help o f the more intricate geo metry. The phenomena prove that the tail o f a comet is vapour from its head which, when the comet is greatly heated in the neighbourhood of the sun in perihelion, continually rises up and moves away into the regions opposite the sun (107) . However, since these matters arc more redolent o f physics and there may be a more convenient place for dealing with them in the future so far as they relate to astronomy, we call a halt.
But also the increases o f optics, geography and other sciences, by which these sciences have been carried far forward beyond the limits set not only by our forefathers but by philosophers o f this age, are also due to the application o f the more intricate geometry to philosophical matters. Hence has been made clear the curvature of the rays of light in the same medium (108) ; hence the causes o f extraordinary refractions have been laid bare (109) ; hence, given one 1 7 2 surface of a lens, another may be determined by means of which a ray entering the lens with given position will have a given position in emerging from it (i io ); hence in geography the excess of the normal diameters of the axis over the axis is found, and also the spheroidal figure of any planet (h i ); hence the varying gravity of the same body in different parts of the Earth, and the varying length of an isochronous pendulum according to the latitude o f its place (112) , and then indeed, after the due correction, the construction of a universal measure and of a perfect automaton.
And that I may speak of what is most important, this method has been brought to such a point that for the further improvement of natural philosophy a more advanced geometry must be found. As all with eyes see, the reason why physical science has here been brought to a level that is the envy o f foreigners is the knowledge, peculiar to this people, of some more universal geometry. O f what part of this the learned owe to this renowned university and in it to the prince o f geometers (113) I shall not speak lest I appear to be fawning, which in a mathematician would be unseemly. 
